Magnolia To Be Host For ACA Play Meet April 28-29

**REPORTEER GIVES FIVE GOOD RULES FOR TRAFFIC HARMONY**

Probably the most potent notion at Harding is "Room." It is the key to classes, fuss to chapel, run to the post office, break all speed records getting to the gym hall after a 12:15 class, but after you enter "Room" it's stand around, count the halls, and walk at minimum speed to your next class, unless your nose has gotten so long that you can't find it.

With such conditions existing, a simple act of sidewalk rules may be very helpful. The very first rule is to keep to the right. Second, never walk down the sidewalk with that flickering paper weighing your mental attainments to the extent that you may step from one side of the sidewalk to the other, constantly underscoring the safety of the other person who would like to go to the left. Third, when entering a main avenue of "Street," such as the halls in the Administration building and the walk leading from the building to the main road, such as a "rural road," such as a class room, an office, or halls and walkways of minor importance, he can beat slow walking through these intersections as you only person on the campus. During classes you may be doing liberty, but between classes, at least go to "Room" and give your feet ready to apply the brakes in a touch of a second's notice.

Fourth, when passing, always pass to the left.

Fifth, young men should always keep to a uniform, neat appearance, particularly when passing through the halls, even if you are in the 21st quarter of the year which was sometimes threatened. The scene on the conclusion of each period would be so noisy. Soaphonians took an early night in the college auditorium at 10 o'clock.

The one Arkansas gradually drew away from the other. Both teams of Little Rock with a score of 30-14.

Saphophonians

**Third League Game Will Be Gated Friday Evening**

"Without Benefit of Songs," a new play produced by Mrs. M. J. Colombe, will be presented Friday night in the college auditorium at 9 o'clock.

The story centers around the Morris family. Mr. and Mrs. Morris have decided that the young people are young people as they are going to try and get a divorce. The one thing they did not count on was the effect it would have on their children.

When they call in their seven-year-old daughter and tell her that they are going to divorce each other in the early evening, a new set of毎少年 was born.

The character of the play is played by the following: Marlene, Rhodes, Mrs. Morris and Eunice Turner, Womack, Mrs. Colombe, and Cynthia Watkin, the young lady who speaks for the house of "Hush Dutch." The play is written by Mrs. Colombe and is based on the story "Modern Households" by Grover Ford.

**Bisons Eliminated By Arkansas in AAE Meet**

Paced by the Boyd twins, who were the nucleus of the Arkansas attack, the Bisons were eliminated out of the AAE Meet at 66-57 in the final game of the tournament last week.

The Eliminating effort was unspectacular for Arkansas. In the second game, the Bisons were shut out of the friendly affairs, the Arkansas game was a 27-13 win.

Dr. Fred Keller has taught such a class as the first game of the state tournament. He had a 25-12 lead over the Panthers as the game wound up.

On Friday night, the Panthers will meet the second and third teams of the state, the Sapphoans and the Bisons.

**Loose To Panhellenes By Close Game By Score Of 66 To 57**

The Sapphoans were eliminated out of the AAE Meet at 66-57 in the final game of the tournament last week.

The Eliminating effort was unspectacular for Arkansas. In the second game, the Bisons were shut out of the friendly affairs, the Arkansas game was a 27-13 win.
PUBLIC MINDLEDNESS

In a civilized society people are forced to mingle and associate with one another. In this context, it is important for us to conduct ourselves with the least amount of friction.

An individual is public-minded—having the good of mankind at heart—never make any sacrifice. He must learn to possess a heart for a good: and a respect for justice.

The only way to succeed in life is to serve—be always ready to serve to the needs of the human family. No matter how small or trivial a man's calling may be—there is opportunity to serve his fellowman.

We, as individuals cannot afford to be selfish or greedy. The extent of doing our brothers and sisters. In a complex society such as ours, the smaller unit must unite to the service of the good of the whole. The individual must give up the selfishness of the family: to the family: to the government, and the government to the principles of truth and right. In this way only can harmony be brought about.

We should be loyal to all things that are for the upbringing of man. Hence, young college students, we should be proud of our school—Harding College—see the accomplishments of her past and hope for a better future.
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Koinonia Club Gives Banquet At Marion Hotel In Little Rock

For their winter term social event, the Cavalier Club held a Hill-billy party at the Legion Hall last Thursday evening.

During the evening, the curtain was opened on the reception to the club from the Hill-billy party held in the Marion Hotel in Little Rock at 7:30 Thursday night.

Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Armstrong and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Price were hosts at a formal meeting for Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson and Mrs. A. P. Wilson at the Marion Hotel last Friday afternoon.

Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Wilson were visitors from David Lipscomb College by invitation and were invited to the famous Hill-billy buffet.

After the buffet, the floor was opened and the dancing continued throughout the evening.

A short informal program included:

"I'm a Friendly Place"
"By the Waters of the Miminah"
"I'll Gambled My Heart"
"Thank You for the Road"
"I Wish That Was Over"
Junior "Tig" Carroll, freshman forward from Viola, was named the Arkansas Democrat All-State squad last Sunday. This is the first time in the history of Harding College, that a member of the Varsity basketball squad has been placed on the mythical five.

Boy Ross, junior from Viola, was placed in the center position on the 1,275 for a percentage of .846. Carroll is the only freshman picked for the first team. Two of them are sophomores, one junior and one senior. Five colleges are represented on the mythical squad. They are: Harding, Hendrix, Ouachita, Arkansas State Teachers, and Arkansas College.

The second team composed of J. Brax, Arkansas College; Huron; Tech; Biirr; Henderson; Kennedy; Hendrix; and Taylor, Arkansas State Teachers in the state totals.

Hendrix; and Taylor, Arkansas State Teachers, and Tech; Bunce, Henderson; Kennedy, Arkansas College leads the list with the fans enjoying seeing the game as Bursar In all games played, the men were assigned to keep him out of scoring. Forrest, and lost five.

Ouachita, who are tied for first good game average. He has made history for the Warriors, and he has a down second place.

Ouachita, ranks almost along the number of points scored over Ark. Tech. . . . . 5
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